2006 mazda 3i

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. This page is for personal, non-commercial use.
The sedan has a sweet, rounded shape and smooth, cohesive design. The five-door looks more
aggressive, and provides a lot of utility with its hatchback design and folding rear seats. Quick,
nimble handling makes these cars fun to drive on twisty country roads. The Mazda 3s features a
free-revving 2. The Mazda 3i benefits from increased power this year from its 2. The five-speed
manual transmission shifts beautifully and there's an automatic available with a manual-shift
feature. These are comfortable, friendly cars with terrific seats, big electroluminescent gauges
on 3s , a huge glove box and excellent attention to detail. Premium sound systems and luxury
options, such as a sunroof and leather interior, are reasonably priced. Side-curtain airbags and
anti-lock brakes are standard on some models and available on all, enhancing safety. Full
Review The Mazda 3 is a roomy, affordable compact with spirit. It has a sporty demeanor and is
fun to drive. The Mazda 3, or Mazda3 as company renders it, is available as a neatly styled
four-door sedan or as a more adventurous five-door hatchback. All rights reserved. We notice
you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing Autoblog. We get it. Ads can be annoying.
But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open and the lights on here at Autoblog - and
keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to
allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great content. Thanks for that. And thanks for
reading Autoblog. The Mazda 3 is a roomy, affordable compact with spirit. Hide Full Review.
Engine 2. Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of your car and get a cash offer in
minutes. Cash Out or Trade-In. Research Another Vehicle. Allow Us! Here's how to disable
adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop down
menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ depending
on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were viewing. Hey
again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes a few
seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled to
experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in your
browser. The Mazda3 is among the most well-rounded models in the small car category.
Moreover, it returned very impressive fuel economy, especially for a conventional
gasoline-powered vehicle with an automatic transmission. The Madza3's very good interior
quality stands out in a category where many vehicles are cheaply finished. However, rear-seat
room and trunk space are relatively tight. The Mazda3 received a Poor rating in the IIHS
side-crash test when configured without side- or head-protection airbags. In most cases,
automotive warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will
be valid regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left.
The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Mazda 3 owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Very poor! Very
upsetting to miss by 3 weeks! User forums confirm paint fauilure. Fender wells, rear light in
trunk lid, spare tire well, undercarriage. Also, clearcoat is very thin". I bought extended rust

warranty 10 yrs but dealer balked at covering cost". Requested earlier than other cars I have
owned". Wheel wells, hood and rear hatch in particular". Repaired under warranty but still
rusting". There was a recall for the condition but Mazda did not send letters out informing
owners". They require annual attention. It seems that Mazda didn't rust-proof this model year
appropriately as I read a lot of people complaining about excessive rust on Mazda 3. I contacted
Mazda about this too". I really like this car, but the rust is something hard to keep ahead of even
considering my location in my rust-prone northern state of Wisconsin. Every door rusting
around the edges on all sides. The rocker panels lost all of their paint. Rust spots developed in
various other spots around the car. And the undercarriage has rust developing at most seems.
I've done what I can to touch up spots are partially repainted some areas myself, since the cost
to have it done professionally is very high I got quotes in the past for even just some of this that
came in at thousands of dollars, well more than the book value of the car, and that doesn't
factor in the undercarriage. So while the car is currently in excellent mechanical condition, quite
reliable, and with lots of good miles remaining, the appearance is definitely compromised and
I'm sure that structural rust will be the life-limiting issue for this car. I have lots of experience
maintaining my cars over the decades performing all mechanical work myself. Started on
C-pillars very early on, now it's the rocker pannel, wheel wells, trunk lid and hood. The car has
always been kept in a garage, but we do have lots of road salt here in the winter. Have had to
spend a lot of time and money to repair or prevent the rust from spreading. We joke that we'll
have to get rid of the car because the body will fall apart from rust long before the mechanics
give out. It's been a great car, except for the rust. This last year rust has spread on both rear
fenders and other panels. Too expensive to fix. I have rocker pannels rusted through and wheel
wells, doors, hood cover and trunk lid are rusting too. The metal is very thin and poorly
protected. C-pillars and wheel wells rust faster than expected. The quality of the steel and rust
proofing is very poor". Even if I've paid for an anti corrosion treatment made by the dealer
before the new car left the garage". This car did spend a lot of time in Wisconsin, so maybe a
salt issue, but it is unusually bad on Mazda vs other vehicles I've owned". These were
previously fixed by Mazda under warranty but it rusted again. This Mazda 3 is very bad for
rusting. There is also rust near the rear bottom panels and the rear stop light". I have seen a few
other Mazda 3's parked at my office that have rust in the same place, in some cases much
worse than mine. I think it's a manufacturer's defect that it is so susceptible to rust in this area.
It is not significant but it is visible. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings,
alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks ,
wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I also had to
have an alignment but that could have been due in part to all of the pot holes around". Turns
out our "sports" model cannot carry much capacity without impacting alignment". Like many
have experienced with this car Internet forums , one of mine deteriorated and lost the internal
fluid, resulting in excessive play. By design this isn't a life-threatening failure, but was manifest
by noise, deteriorated handling, and uneven tire wear due to misalignment camber and to some
extent toe. While the other side was still functioning, it was apparent that it would suffer a
similar fate in the not-too-distan". Dealer said struts need to be repaired". I do only
unremarkable city and some highway driving which should does not include any rough off road
demands on the car". Normal wear and tear". Broke rear shock". First from a pothole, then from
who knows what". Mine were caused by a collection of unavoidable potholes complicated by a
rapidly narrowing street due to". The car is 14 years old so I replaced both shocks and both
struts as preventative maintenance. Will replace rear shocks later this summer. Worn out.
Effects ride and tires. Rear left upper mount broke". I've tried alignments, wheel rotation, new
tires, but it's been a recurring problem since the car was new. It's slight, and it comes and goes,
but never goes away entirely". Caught before failure during a routine inspection". Really dumb
design as a wheel bearing should not cost anything near that much to replace". Especially
given the roads I drive on, I would ordinarily expect the passenger side to fail first, but on close
inspection, the other three wheels' bearings appear to be in good condition. Dealer unable to
replicate. Not repaired". Unclear whether bad compressor design Panasonic or lubrication
failure". Belt rubbed against immobile spindle". My daughter drives this car and cannot afford it.
Repair shop said completely rusted out. At times, it would not work even on fan speed 1. The
green light to indicate that the AC was on would simply turn off on its own and it would just be
the fan. Quoted repairs were just too high to deal with: thank heaven we live on Vancouver
Island BC. Not ice cold". Had to replace compressor and refrigerant. Made for a very
uncomfortable trip in the summer heat". Because of the configuration behind the dashboard,
extremely cumbersome and expensive to fix". The line was replaced". Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. No codes when plugged for diagnostic. Problem disappeared since". Had to replace

rear brakes and rotors as a result as well as the caliper and left parking brake cable. Brakes got
so hot after just 2 miles driving I could smell them "burning" which is how I discovered issue".
Needs to be replaced and greased at last once a year". Had it replaced with high quality part. No
further problems". Left rear previously failed 2 years ago so knew what to look for. This is an
emergency cannot drive more than a few miles issue if it happens". I ended up having to replace
the rear brakes as well as replace the caliper". Tough in a manual transmission car in a hilly part
of the country". Brake pads, cables were all replaced, but the problem remains". Very strange.
Dealer unable to explain". The always make excessive noise and I have replaced them more
than average". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Saw
evidence that clutch material was present in clutch housing. Had clutch replaced and now is
performing correctly". Clutch lasted , miles". Had it replaced". Wish the transmission were as
reliable". I will say my wife tends to ride the clutch, and slip it more than she needs to when she
shifts. Clutch was slipping". It makes it feel like the clutch is slipping when it works over time
between gears. This is VERY apparent between 1st and 2nd, or rather going into 2nd gear".
Rebuilt trans. After driving 1. I would never buy a Mazda again and warn those who". Dealer
replaced transmission control module TCM to no avail. Then they installed a used transmission.
Still had problems. Then they replaced the speed sensor and that fixed everything". Alternator,
starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil,
ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. It's
old, we remove valuables and leave it unlocked. I reset at least once every two months". It
turned out that the entire wire harness needed replacement as the wires shorted, were fragile
and broken. The wire harness passes through into the trunk- the design itself is poor and prone
to problems". There is no room in the headlight area to get a persons fingers to reclip the wire
clips to the back of the bulbs". Bulb burns out too quickly. Never addressed or recognized by
dealer". Car create have a lot electrical issues". The problem is not in the remotes but in the car.
Non-dealer mechanic cannot access the code; won't pay the dealer's labor rate". I fixed the
leaks using seam sealer and closing of the leak opportunities. Gets worse when it get warm.
Has not been fixed". They kept the car for three days and made various repairs but were unable
to determine the cause. It went off by itself but it comes on and stays on. Don't know what the
problem is". Gas mileage went down a little. Mechanic friend diagnosed as O2 Sensor problem.
Problem resolved. Gas mileage restor". Took 3 trips to mechanic to get light to go off". I think
that this is really good given that most O2 sensors are rated for , km. Gear selector or linkage,
leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough
shifting, slipping transmission. Replaced a part of the clutch that allowed it to work. It was very
unpredictable and startling when it happened. Mechanic said heat was an issue, because of the
placement of the device. It had to be replaced". Each time the check engine light came on. One
sensor was replaced without evidence of failure. A second sensor was replaced after indicating
failure. No problems for 2 days to date". I have not had any problems with my Mazda3 S since
replacing this item. This car has been very reliable. I have , miles on the car to date and it still
purrs like a kitten". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable
music device interface e. Very expensive to fix". Constantly looses time". Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Sensor in thermostat housing had
failed". Reset with computer reader". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module,
keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn,
gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. I was lucky it was on a
small side street so I was able to push the car to the side and after about 10 minutes the car
started again. I was near my mechanic and was able to drive the car there. The alternator and
the oxygen sensor were replaced". Starter was replaced and that fixed the problem. Power or
manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Again this is due to poor manufacturing,
thin steel and poor preparation of metal. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine
mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. They have never found any problems and believe the
light is the result of a computer glitch". Like many others have experienced with this car
Internet forums , mine deteriorated and failed leaked the fluid out completely. By design the
engine was still secure, but there was pronounced vibration at idle. The motor mount pads were
really soft and eroding away. The compromised original motor mounts were affecting the
transmission shifting. Upon replacement, the car has been working great. I have not had any
major problems with my Mazda3 S since". Midas did their best but still not right - need to take it
to Mazda Dealer once I can afford it". This is the second time. Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Had to have the
car towed to dealer for engine replacement. Decided to fix rather than replace, as he really loves
this car. No problems since putting rebuilt engine in. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust

manifold, leaks. I haven't replaced it yet because I was able to patch it by stuffing stainless steel
wool mixed with muffler patch into a pocket along the weld last summer, but it's beginning to
leak a bit again and will likely need to be replaced sometime this year. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Mazda 3 Change Vehicle. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn
More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance
Performance. Acceleration Acceleration Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat
pavement straightaway at the track. The time in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph
from a standstill with the engine idling. Transmission Transmission Transmission performance
is determined by shifting smoothness, response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual
transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests,
independent of the government's often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims.
Using a precise fuel-flow measuring device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate
circuits to represent city and highway consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage
CR's overall mileage is a composite of measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and
highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've
discontinued the mile trip test. Braking Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry
stopping distances and pedal feel. Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked.
Emergency Handling Emergency Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the
avoidance maneuver speed and confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to
its limit. Ride Ride Our expert judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road
imperfections and how steady it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our
expert judgment of the vehicle's interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort
Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various
heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is
for two passengers to sit across. Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The
Greenhouse Gas Rating represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to
other vehicles of the same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best.
Smog Rating Smog Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and
smog-forming airborne pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same
model year. Owner Reports. Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability
charts are based on responses on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual
Auto Survey. Consumer Reports subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with
their vehicles during the past 12 months that they considered serious because of cost, failure,
safety, or downtime, in any of the trouble spots included in the table below. The results are
presented relative to the average model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious
areas such as major engine or transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis,
we predict reliability for the latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for
a specific year. Engine Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head
gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor
Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks.
Engine Cooling Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat,
overheating. Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement,
torque converter, clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or
linkage, leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment,
rough shifting, slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction
To learn about satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than
half a million vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by
answering one simple question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or
lease the same model? In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving
experience, comfort, value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving
Experience Includes acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate
control, noise, and ride. Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid?
Styling Styling How it looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS
available, standard from Side air bags available from Head protection air bags available from ,
standard from ESC available from , standard from Blind spot monitoring standard on Touring
and Grand Touring from Forward collision warning and automatic emergency braking available
from Drive Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended
warranties. Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Loose
exterior trim or moldings "Water has intruded into the front passenger door. Also, clearcoat is

very thin" Ernest J. I bought extended rust warranty 10 yrs but dealer balked at covering cost"
William B. Requested earlier than other cars I have owned" Gayle L. There was a recall for the
condition but Mazda did not send letters out informing owners" Dave R. I contacted Mazda
about this too" Marcin J. The quality of the steel and rust proofing is very poor" Anonymous, IL
Mazda 3 i 2. Even if I've paid for an anti corrosion treatment made by the dealer before the new
car left the garage" Alain N. This car did spend a lot of time in Wisconsin, so maybe a salt issue,
but it is unusually bad on Mazda vs other vehicles I've owned" Anonymous, NC Mazda 3 S 2.
There is also rust near the rear bottom panels and the rear stop light" Anonymous, ON Mazda 3
S 2. Alignment "I believe the alignment problem, or the inability to align the car properly, is
related to a recurring steering wheel vibration that nobody can cure" Anonymous, NJ Mazda 3 S
2. I also had to have an alignment but that could have been due in part to all of the pot holes
around" SUSn N. While the other side was still functioning, it was apparent that it would suffer a
similar fate in the not-too-distan" Anonymous, WI Mazda 3 i 2. I do only unremarkable city and
some highway driving which should does not include any rough off road demands on the car"
Anonymous, RI Mazda 3 Grand Touring 2. Normal wear and tear" Andrea K. Broke rear shock"
David B. First from a pothole, then from who knows what" Chris M. Mine were caused by a
collection of unavoidable potholes complicated by a rapidly narrowing street due to"
Anonymous, NS Mazda 3 S 2. Caught before failure during a routine inspection" Edward C.
Really dumb design as a wheel bearing should not cost anything near that much to replace"
Anonymous, AB Mazda 3 Grand Touring 2. Not repaired" Anonymous, MI Mazda 3 i 2. Unclear
whether bad compressor design Panasonic or lubrication failure" Ernest J. Not ice cold" Pamela
R. Made for a very uncomfortable trip in the summer heat" Anonymous, SC Mazda 3 Blower fan
motor "blower motor died. Because of the configuration behind the dashboard, extremely
cumbersome and expensive to fix" Anonymous, Mazda 3 Unsure 2. The line was replaced"
Heikki M. Antilock system ABS "wiring connection at a wheel sensor failed. Problem
disappeared since" Abdelhalim B. Brakes got so hot after just 2 miles driving I could smell them
"burning" which is how I discovered issue" Edward C. Needs to be replaced and greased at last
once a year" Luc G. No further problems" Samuel T. This is an emergency cannot drive more
than a few miles issue if it happens" Edward C. I ended up having to replace the rear brakes as
well as replace the caliper" Anonymous, ON Mazda 3 S 2. Brake pads, cables were all replaced,
but the problem remains" Dave R. Dealer unable to explain" Bob S. Clutch replacement "The
clutch wore out faster than I expected" Dan T. Clutch lasted , miles" Nathan M. Wish the
transmission were as reliable" Charles E. Clutch was slipping" Richard T. I would never buy a
Mazda again and warn those who" Charles E. I reset at least once every two months"
Anonymous, DC Mazda 3 2. The wire harness passes through into the trunk- the design itself is
poor and prone to problems" Anonymous, IL Mazda 3 i 2. There is no room in the headlight area
to get a persons fingers to reclip the wire clips to the back of the bulbs" Anonymous, TX Mazda
3 I 2. Never addressed or recognized by dealer" Anonymous, CA Mazda 3 "bulb keep failing and
are difficult to change, lens has deteriorated, difficult to aim" Anonymous, ON Mazda 3 Touring
2. Car create have a lot electrical issues" Anonymous, Mazda 3 S 2. Non-dealer mechanic
cannot access the code; won't pay the dealer's labor rate" Max S. Air or water leaks "The sealer
of seams metal to metal was left out at the factory! Emission control devices includes EGR "The
check engine light came on and I took the car to the dealership. Gas mileage restor" C R. No
problems for 2 days to date" Bill J. I have , miles on the car to date and it still purrs like a kitten"
Nick B. CD player "CD got stuck inside. Antifreeze leaks "overheating" Anonymous, CA Mazda 3
i 2. Sensor in thermostat housing had failed" Marjorie B. Alternator "My auto just stopped as I
was driving. The alternator and the oxygen sensor were replaced" Anonymous, PA Mazda 3 2.
Doors or sliding doors "C-pillars are rusting on driver's and passenger's sides. Engine
computer "Enigine light on since July, They have never found any problems and believe the
light is the result of a computer glitch" Craig L. I have not had any major problems with my
Mazda3 S since" Nick B. CV joint "started knocking and cracking like they sometimes do repaired and replaced at Midas big mistake. Midas did their best but still not right - need to take
it to Mazda Dealer once I can afford it" Danny B. Engine rebuild or replacement "Engine on this
vehicle needed replacement due to cracked cylinder head" Anonymous, NC Mazda 3 I 2. Muffler
"Muffler by tail pipe broke off at its connection to the pipe going to the main muffler" Larry K.
See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle.
More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have
digital access to ratings and reviews. Subaru Tesla Toyota Volkswagen Volvo. Research By
Category Body Style. Start a Loan Request Form Today! Used Cars. By Make. New CX-3 CX
CX-5 CX MX-5 Miata. New By Year. Used By Year. Filter Results reset. Body Style Hatchback 6.
Sedan Wagon 6. Transmission Automatic 8. Manual 8. Trim i 2. Quick Specs. Engine Gas I4, 2.
EPA Class Compact. Style Name 4dr Sdn i Auto. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive. Passenger

Capacity 5. Passenger Doors 4. Body Style 4dr Car. Dimensions Vehicle. EPA Classification
Compact. Base Curb Weight lbs Front Hip Room in Front Leg Room in Second Shoulder Room
in Second Head Room in Front Shoulder Room in Second Hip Room in Front Head Room in
Second Leg Room in Wheelbase in Track Width, Rear in Height, Overall in Length, Overall in Min
Ground Clearance in 5. Track Width, Front in Liftover Height in - TBD -. Fuel Economy Fuel
Tank. Fuel Tank Capacity, Approx gal Performance Specs Engine. Engine Order Code NA.
Engine Type Gas I4. Displacement 2. Clutch Size in NA. First Gear Ratio :1 2. Sixth Gear Ratio :1
NA. Trans Description Cont. Fourth Gear Ratio :1 0. Final Drive Axle Ratio :1 3. Trans Order
Code AT1. Second Gear Ratio :1 1. Reverse Ratio :1 2. Again NA. Fifth Gear Ratio :1 NA. Trans
Type 4. Third Gear Ratio :1 1. Brake Type Pwr. Rear Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Rear
Yes or Yes. Drum - Rear Yes or NA. Front Brake Rotor Diam x Thickness in Disc - Front Yes or
Yes. Turning Diameter - Curb to Curb ft Steering Ratio :1 , Overall Lock to Lock Turns Steering
2. Front Wheel Size in 15 x 6. Spare Wheel Material Steel. Front Wheel Material Steel. Rear Wheel
Size in 15 x 6. Rear Wheel Material Steel. Suspension Type - Rear Cont. Suspension Type - Rear
E-type Multi-link. Suspension Type - Front Cont. Safety Features Safety. Air Bag-Frontal-Driver
Yes. Air Bag-Frontal-Passenger Yes. Brakes-ABS No. Daytime Running Lights No. Traction
Control No. Night Vision No. Rollover Protection Bars No. Fog Lamps No. Parking Aid No. Tire
Pressure Monitor No. Back-Up Camera No. Stability Control No. Warranty Warranty. Basic Years
4. Corrosion Years 5. Drivetrain Years 4. Roadside Assistance Years 4. Other Specs Cooling
System. Total Cooling System Capacity qts 7. Maximum Alternator Capacity amps Gas Mileage.
Front Wheel Drive. Passenger Capacity. All Rights Reserved. Stock photography by izmo, Inc.
Read our Cookie Policy. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe.
Great guys. Buying was easy. Got me in and out with a new used truck within an hour or so.
Amazing conversation. Even though i did not buy a car from them, they was extremely
professional and informative. The main reason i did not buy this vehicle from them was the
simple fact that they are 5 hours from my home. I would highly reccomend them for anyone
looking for a car in the area. They seem extremely honest. Dealer provided great service. Am
very satisfied with my purchase. I would recommend them to potential buyers!!!! Mohammed
and his father were very courteous and accommodating! They answered all my questions, and
provided a great car buying experience. Made purchasing a car simple and fast. Easy to work
with and great people at VIP motors. I received notification Monday that the car had been sold
on Sunday. Barry was very helpful, went out of his way to get me in the car I wanted. Overall
great experience. Barry is the man. Incredible 1 on 1 experience. Gave me the full extensive
rundown of this absolutely fantastic vehicle. Intelligent, articulate and helpful. Helped me get
the deal of a lifetime. Very helpful and polite sales people. No high pressure sales. Pleasant
experience This was one of the best experience, the price was nice and the owner is pretty cool.
I could make it to this dealer but the young lady whom I spoke with on the phone was very polite
and didn't try over charging me for the vehicle. It was fast cuz' the car was sold If you can kindly
send me an e-mail as soon as you get a simillar offer I sure will be thankfull. I would not
recommend this dealership. We purchased a car for our daughter and have issues with the car
ever since. They knew there were problems but did not say a word. They did not even clean the
car from the previous owner. They also do not offer onsite financing. We had to drive 40
minutes to another dealership to take care of the financing. That should have been a red flag for
us. I would not buy from this dealership. Person who picked up call knew nothing so gave me
another number to call to talk to a guy who may know something about the car. That person
was short in responses. They do not do in house financing and available on a very limited basis.
I did take away that they do not offer any mechanical inspections at all on any vehicles, buyer
beware! Responded quickly, and answered the questions I had. Very helpful and very honest
people. Great guys! Go see Max, and take him a red bull! Got a great deal and everything was
super easy See them today! Big Al. Great communication! They got back to me right away when
I asked a question. The car I was looking at didn't have what I was looking for. But thank you for
getting back to me. Purchasing the car on Thursday. Very happy with Albert and the deal I am
getting. Highly recommended. All staff were very helpful ,and answered my wife's and my
questions. One vehicle was looking so nice, till they informed myself of one issue and then I
looked at the car harder. They then showed a few cars that met our our money limits. Mazda's
compact, sporty, front-wheel-drive MAZDA3 was available in both sedan and hatchback wagon
versions for Entry-level models received a small bump in power, while a new 5-speed automatic
was available as an option on higher-end models. The higher-end s trim packages received a
horsepower, 2. A 5-speed manual was standard across the line, while a 4-speed automatic was
optional for the i trim packages and a new 5-speed automatic was an option for s versions. The
s trim packages added power windows, power door locks and a leather-trimmed steering wheel,
while the Grand Touring packages added leather seats and a trip computer, among other

features. Drivers like the MAZDA3's handling, comfort, styling and roominess for a small car , as
well as its long list of features. The air conditioning was considered one of the car's weak spots.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75
mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Private Seller:
Justin. Lawrenceville, GA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Request Information. Read more. Why
Use CarGurus? Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis
for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most
comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received
from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used
vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission,
and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The
Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Mazda 3 owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Paint fading, chalking,
cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Very poor! Very
upsetting to miss by 3 weeks! User forums confirm paint fauilure. Fender wells, rear light in
trunk lid, spare tire well, undercarriage. Also, clearcoat is very thin". I bought extended rust
warranty 10 yrs but dealer balked at covering cost". Requested earlier than other cars I have
owned". Wheel wells, hood and rear hatch in particular". Repaired under warranty but still
rusting". There was a recall for the condition but Mazda did not send letters out informing
owners". They require annual attention. It seems that Mazda didn't rust-proof this model year
appropriately as I read a lot of people complaining about excessive rust on Mazda 3. I contacted
Mazda about this too". I really like this car, but the rust is something hard to keep ahead of even
considering my location in my rust-prone northern state of Wisconsin. Every door rusting
around the edges on all sides. The rocker panels lost all of their paint. Rust spots developed in
various other spots around the car. And the undercarriage has rust developing at most seems.
I've done what I can to touch up spots are partially repainted some areas myself, since the cost
to have it done professionally is very high I got quotes in the past for even just some of this that
came in at thousands of dollars, well more than the book value of the car, and that doesn't
factor in the undercarriage. So while the car is currently in excellent mechanical condition, quite
reliable, and with lots of good miles remaining, the appearance is definitely compromised and
I'm sure that structural rust will be the life-limiting issue for this car. I have lots of experience
maintaining my cars over the decades performing all mechanical work myself. Started on
C-pillars very early on, now it's the rocker pannel, wheel wells, trunk lid and hood. The car has
always been kept in a garage, but we do have lots of road salt here in the winter. Have had to
spend a lot of time and money to repair or prevent the rust from spreading. We joke that we'll
have to get rid of the car because the body will fall apart from rust long before the mechanics
give out. It's been a great car, except for the rust. This last year rust has spread on both rear
fenders and other panels. Too expensive to fix. I have rocker pannels rusted through and wheel
wells, doors, hood cover and trunk lid are rusting too. The metal is very thin and poorly
protected. C-pillars and wheel wells rust faster than expected. The quality of the steel and rust
proofing is very poor". Even if I've paid for an anti corrosion treatment made by the dealer
before the new car left the garage". This car did spend a lot of time in Wisconsin, so maybe a
salt issue, but it is unusually bad on Mazda vs other vehicles I've owned". These were
previously fixed by Mazda under warranty but it rusted again. This Mazda 3 is very bad for
rusting. There is also rust near the rear bottom panels and the rear stop light". I have seen a few
other Mazda 3's parked at my office that have rust in the same place, in some cases much
worse than mine. I think it's a manufacturer's defect that it is so susceptible to rust in this area.
It is not significant but it is visible. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings,
alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks ,
wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. I also had to
have an alignment but that could have been due in part to all of the pot holes around". Turns
out our "sports" model cannot carry much capacity without impacting alignment". Like many
have experienced with this car Internet forums , one of mine deteriorated and lost the internal
fluid, resulting in excessive play. By design this isn't a life-threatening failure, but was manifest
by noise, deteriorated handling, and uneven tire wear due to misalignment camber and to some

extent toe. While the other side was still functioning, it was apparent that it would suffer a
similar fate in the not-too-distan". Dealer said struts need to be repaired". I do only
unremarkable city and some highway driving which should does not include any rough off road
demands on the car". Normal wear and tear". Broke rear shock". First from a pothole, then from
who knows what". Mine were caused by a collection of unavoidable potholes complicated by a
rapidly narrowing street due to". The car is 14 years old so I replaced both shocks and both
struts as preventative maintenance. Will replace rear shocks later this summer. Worn out.
Effects ride and tires. Rear left upper mount broke". I've tried alignments, wheel rotation, new
tires, but it's been a recurring problem since the car was new. It's slight, and it comes and goes,
but never goes away entirely". Caught before failure during a routine inspection". Really dumb
design as a wheel bearing should not cost anything near that much to replace". Especially
given the roads I drive on, I would ordinarily expect the passenger side to fail first, but on close
inspection, the other three wheels' bearings appear to be in good condition. Dealer unable to
replicate. Not repaired". Unclear whether bad compressor design Panasonic or lubrication
failure". Belt rubbed against immobile spindle". My daughter drives this car and cannot afford it.
Repair shop said completely rusted out. At times, it would not work even on fan speed 1. The
green light to indicate that the AC was on would simply turn off on its own and it would just be
the fan. Quoted repairs were just too high to deal with: thank heaven we live on Vancouver
Island BC. Not ice cold". Had to replace compressor and refrigerant. Made for a very
uncomfortable trip in the summer heat". Because of the configuration behind the dashboard,
extremely cumbersome and expensive to fix". The line was replaced". Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. No codes when plugged for diagnostic. Problem disappeared since". Had to replace
rear brakes and rotors as a result as well as the caliper and left parking brake cable. Brakes got
so hot after just 2 miles driving I could smell them "burning" which is how I discovered issue".
Needs to be replaced and greased at last once a year". Had it replaced with high quality part. No
further problems". Left rear previously failed 2 years ago so knew what to look for. This is an
emergency cannot drive more than a few miles issue if it happens". I ended up having to replace
the rear brakes as well as replace the caliper". Tough in a manual transmission car in a hilly part
of the country". Brake pads, cables were all replaced, but the problem remains". Very strange.
Dealer unable to explain". The always make excessive noise and I have replaced them more
than average". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Saw
evidence that clutch material was present in clutch housing. Had clutch replaced and now is
performing correctly". Clutch lasted , miles". Had it replaced". Wish the transmission were as
reliable". I will say my wife tends to ride the clutch, and slip it more than she needs to when she
shifts. Clutch was slipping". It makes it feel like the clutch is slipping when it works over time
between gears. This is VERY apparent between 1st and 2nd, or rather going into 2nd gear".
Rebuilt trans. After driving 1. I would never buy a Mazda again and warn those who". Dealer
replaced transmission control module TCM to no avail. Then they installed a used transmission.
Still had problems. Then they replaced the speed sensor and that fixed everything". Alternator,
starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil,
ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. It's
old, we remove valuables and leave it unlocked. I reset at least once every two months". It
turned out that the entire wire harness needed replacement as the wires shorted, were fragile
and broken. The wire harness passes through into the trunk- the design itself is poor and prone
to problems". There is no room in the headlight area to get a persons fingers to reclip the wire
clips to the back of the bulbs". Bulb burns out too quickly. Never addressed or recognized by
dealer". Car create have a lot electrical issues". The problem is not in the remotes but in the car.
Non-dealer mechanic cannot access the code; won't pay the dealer's labor rate". I fixed the
leaks using seam sealer and closing of the leak opportunities. Gets worse when it get warm.
Has not been fixed". They kept the car for three days and made various repairs but were unable
to determine the cause. It went off by itself but it comes on and stays on. Don't know what the
problem is". Gas mileage went down a little. Mechanic friend diagnosed as O2 Sensor problem.
Problem resolved. Gas mileage restor". Took 3 trips to mechanic to get light to go off". I think
that this is really good given that most O2 sensors are rated for , km. Gear selector or linkage,
leaks, transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough
shifting, slipping transmission. Replaced a part of the clutch that allowed it to work. It was very
unpredictable and startling when it happened. Mechanic said heat was an issue, because of the
placement of the device. It had to be replaced". Each time the check engine light came on. One
sensor was replaced without evidence of failure. A second sensor was replaced after indicating
failure. No problems for 2 days to date". I have not had any problems with my Mazda3 S since
replacing this item. This car has been very reliable. I have , miles on the car to date and it still

purrs like a kitten". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable
music device interface e. Very expensive to fix". Constantly looses time". Radiator, cooling fan,
antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. Sensor in thermostat housing had
failed". Reset with computer reader". Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module,
keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn,
gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. I was lucky it was on a
small side street so I was able to push the car to the side and after about 10 minutes the car
started again. I was near my mechanic and was able to drive the car there. The alternator and
the oxygen sensor were replaced". Starter was replaced and that fixed the problem. Power or
manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors,
seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. Again this is due to poor manufacturing,
thin steel and poor preparation of metal. Accessory belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine
mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. They have never found any problems and believe the
light is the result of a computer glitch". Like many others have experienced with this car
Internet forums , mine deteriorated and failed leaked the fluid out completely. By design the
engine was still secure, but there was pronounced vibration at idle. The motor mount pads were
really soft and eroding away. The compromised original motor mounts were affecting the
transmission shifting. Upon replacement, the car has been working great. I have not had any
major problems with my Mazda3 S since". Midas did their best but still not right - need to take it
to Mazda Dealer once I can afford it". This is the second time. Engine rebuild or replacement,
cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Had to have the
car towed to dealer for engine replacement. Decided to fix rather than replace, as he really loves
this car. No problems since putting rebuilt engine in. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust
manifold, leaks. I haven't replaced it yet because I was able to patch it by stuffing stainless steel
wool mixed with muffler patch into a pocket along the weld last summer, but it's beginning to
leak a bit again and will likely need to be replaced sometime this year. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Mazda 3 Change Vehicle. The Mazda3 is among the most
well-rounded models in the small car category. Moreover, it returned very impressive fuel
economy, especially for a conventional gasoline-powered vehicle with an automatic
transmission. The Madza3's very good interior quality stands out in a category where many
vehicles are cheaply finished. There is 1 recall on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability.
Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View
Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate
System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More
Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Loose exterior trim
or moldings "Water has intruded into the front passenger door. Also, clearcoat is very thin"
Ernest J. I bought extended rust warranty 10 yrs but dealer balked at covering cost" William B.
Requested earlier than other cars I have owned" Gayle L. There was a recall for the condition
but Mazda did not send letters out informing owners" Dave R. I contacted Mazda about this too"
Marcin J. The quality of the steel and rust proofing is very poor" Anonymous, IL Mazda 3 i 2.
Even if I've paid for an anti corrosion treatment made by the dealer before the new car left the
garage" Alain N. This car did spend a lot of time in Wisconsin, so maybe a salt issue, but it is
unusually bad on Mazda vs other vehicles I've owned" Anonymous, NC Mazda 3 S 2. There is
also rust near the rear bottom panels and the rear stop light" Anonymous, ON Mazda 3 S 2.
Alignment "I believe the alignment problem, or the inability to align the car properly, is related
to a recurring steering wheel vibration that nobody can cure" Anonymous, NJ Mazda 3 S 2. I
also had to have an alignment but that could have been due in part to all of the pot holes
around" SUSn N. While the other side was still functioning, it was apparent that it would suffer a
similar fate in the not-too-distan" Anonymous, WI Mazda 3 i 2. I do only unremarkable city and
some highway driving which should does not include any rough off road demands on the car"
Anonymous, RI Mazda 3 Grand Touring 2. Normal wear and tear" Andrea K. Broke rear shock"
David B. First from a pothole, then from who knows what" Chris M. Mine were caused by a
collection of unavoidable potholes complicated by a rapidly narrowing street due to"

Anonymous, NS Mazda 3 S 2. Caught before failure during a routine inspection" Edward C.
Really dumb design as a wheel bearing should not cost anything near that much to replace"
Anonymous, AB Mazda 3 Grand Touring 2. Not repaired" Anonymous, MI Mazda 3 i 2. Unclear
whether bad compressor design Panasonic or lubrication failure" Ernest J. Not ice cold" Pamela
R. Made for a very uncomfortable trip in the summer heat" Anonymous, SC Mazda 3 Blower fan
motor "blower motor died. Because of the configuration behind the dashboard, extremely
cumbersome and expensive to fix" Anonymous, Mazda 3 Unsure 2. The line was replaced"
Heikki M. Antilock system ABS "wiring connection at a wheel sensor failed. Problem
disappeared since" Abdelhalim B. Brakes got so hot after just 2 miles driving I could smell them
"burning" which is how I discovered issue" Edward C. Needs to be replaced and greased at last
once a year" Luc G. No further problems" Samuel T. This is an emergency cannot drive more
than a few miles issue if it happens" Edward C. I ended up having to replace the rear brakes as
well as replace the caliper" Anonymous, ON Mazda 3 S 2. Brake pads, cables were all replaced,
but the problem remains" Dave R. Dealer unable to explain" Bob S. Clutch replacement "The
clutch wore out faster than I expected" Dan T. Clutch lasted , miles" Nathan M. Wish the
transmission were as reliable" Charles E. Clutch was slipping" Richard T. I would never buy a
Mazda again and warn those who" Charles E. I reset at least once every two months"
Anonymous, DC Mazda 3 2. The wire harness passes through into the trunk- the design itself is
poor and prone to problems" Anonymous, IL Mazda 3 i 2. There is no room in the headlight area
to get a persons fingers to reclip the wire clips to the back of the bulbs" Anonymous, TX Mazda
3 I 2. Never addressed or recognized by dealer" Anonymous, CA Mazda 3 "bulb keep failing and
are difficult to change, lens has deteriorated, difficult to aim" Anonymous, ON Mazda 3 Touring
2. Car create have a lot electrical issues" Anonymous, Mazda 3 S 2. Non-dealer mechanic
cannot access the code; won't pay the dealer's labor rate" Max S. Air or water leaks "The sealer
of seams metal to metal was left out at the factory! Emission control devices includes EGR "The
check engine light came on and I took the car to the dealership. Gas mileage restor" C R. No
problems for 2 days to date" Bill J. I have , miles on the car to date and it still purrs like a kitten"
Nick B. CD player "CD got stuck inside. Antifreeze leaks "overheating" Anonymous, CA Mazda 3
i 2. Sensor in thermostat housing had failed" Marjorie B. Alternator "My auto just stopped as I
was driving. The alternator and the oxygen sensor were replaced" Anonymous, PA Mazda 3 2.
Doors or sliding doors "C-pillars are rusting on driver's and passenger's sides. Engine
computer "Enigine light on since July, They have never found any problems and believe the
light is the result of a computer glitch" Craig L. I have not had any major problems with my
Mazda3 S since" Nick B. CV joint "started knocking and cracking like they sometimes do repaired and replaced at Midas big mistake. Midas did their best but still not right
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- need to take it to Mazda Dealer once I can afford it" Danny B. Engine rebuild or replacement
"Engine on this vehicle needed replacement due to cracked cylinder head" Anonymous, NC
Mazda 3 I 2. Muffler "Muffler by tail pipe broke off at its connection to the pipe going to the main
muffler" Larry K. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. Similar Cars. Ford Focus. Honda
Civic. Mazda 3. Mini Cooper. Toyota Corolla. Toyota Prius. Volkswagen Jetta. This score shows
whether the model had more or fewer problems overall than the average model of that year,
calculated from the total number of problems reported by subscribers in all 17 trouble spots.
Read Recall Details. What should you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall
Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop
Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews.

